
WHO IS KHOROS?

Khoros’ digital engagement and marketing platform 
helps the world’s largest enterprise brands build 
strong digital relationships across any channel, so 
they can create customers for life.

OUR VALUE TO BRANDS

Brands win when customers feel  connected to 
them through an experience, a shared identity or 
purpose, or a sense of belonging to a community 
larger than oneself.

Khoros’ AI-powered platform  helps brands build 
lifelong relationships with their customers by 
delivering on the 4 key pillars of a strong digital 
relationship: listen, reach, serve, and create 
community. Paired with our award winning services, 
brands can do all of their day to day work within 
Khoros: create and deploy their organic & paid 
marketing campaigns, respond to customers (both 
publicly and privately), report on all relevant digital 
analytics, and listen to the true voice of  
their customers. 

WHAT TIKTOK INTEGRATIONS DO WE PROVIDE? 

We integrate with TikTok already in several key areas 
(and will continue to build on these as new APIs 
become available!):

• Unified publishing and planning visibility  
for TikTok content. Brands can schedule, label, 
approve and share content across large teams, 
all in one place. Approval governance and 
full content visibility is critical for many large 
enterprise brands, often for legal &  
compliance reasons. 

• Brands can view and share all of their TikTok 
metrics with big teams (without having to grant 
native access!) and gain quick and clear insights 
to maintain pace with the ever changing nature 
of TikTok.

• Khoros offers robust moderation allowing for 1 to 
1 engagements and comment response in order 
to bring brands even closer to their audiences. 

Khoros + TikTok

Want to learn more? Contact us at info@khoros.com

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE? 

Khoros offers brands simplification and unification in 
an easy to use platform. Most importantly, we offer 
effortless scalability so brands can continue to grow 
and evolve their social and digital programs. 

Our platform is built on a robust framework of AI 
and automation to easily allow brands to accelerate 
their strategies. Our dedicated bot building and 
management service drives efficiency across teams.

We’re  committed to the success of our partners 
and offer brands a dedicated account team backed 
with personalized product coaching. Additionally, our 
Strategic Services team is poised to help with a deep 
expertise in social and community, including content, 
analytics/reporting, community management/
moderation and social listening.

We offer fair and transparent pricing on a multi-year, 
SaaS seat-based model, with additional services for 
enablement and strategy. 


